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ON  THE p-ADIC BEHAVIORS OF  STIRLING NUMBERS OF  THE 

FIRST AND  SECOND KINDS 

SHAOFANG HONG 

ABSTRACT. Let n and k be positive integers. The Stirling number of the first kind, 
denoted by s(n, k), counts the number of permutations of n elements with k disjoint 
cycles. The Stirling number of the second kind, denoted by S(n, k), is defined as the 
number of ways to partition a set of n elements into exactly k nonempty subsets. 
We have s(n, k) = (n -l)!H(n -1, k -1) with H(n -1, k -1) being the (k -1)-th 
symmetric function of 1 , 2'・・・, n-1 and 

S(n,k) = i t(-l)i((k-ir 
i=O 

J 
Let p be a prime and vp(n) stand for the p-adic valuation of n, i.e., vp(n) is the 
biggest nonnegative integer r withが dividingn. Divisibility properties of Stirling 
numbers of the first and second kinds have been studied from a number of different 
perspectives. In this survey paper, we mainly review some old and recent new results 
on the p-adic behaviors of Stirling numbers of both kinds. Meanwhile, we also propose 
some problems and conjectures to promote the research in this area in the future. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Stirling numbers are common topics in number theory and combinatorics. Let 

N denote the set of natural numbers. The Stirling number of the first kind, denoted by 
s(n, k) (with a lower-case "s"), counts the number of permutations of n elements with 

k disjoint cycles. The Stirling number of the second kind, denoted by S(n, k) (with a 

capital "S"), is defined for n EN and positive integer k :S: n as the number of ways to 

partition a set of n elements into exactly k non-empty subsets. One can characterize the 

Stirling numbers s(n, k) of the first kind and the Stirling numbers S(n, k) of the second 

kind by 

（叫=L s(n,k)砂
k=O 

and 
n 

砂=L(一 l)n-ks(n,k)(x)k, 

k=O 

respectively, where (x)n is the rising factorial (x)n := x(x + l) ... (x + n -l). The Stirling 

numbers of the first and second kinds can be considered to be inverses of one another: 

max(j,k) 

L(一 l)l-Js(l, j)S(k, l) = 5沐
l=O 
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and 

max(j,k) 

z= (一l)k-lS(l,j)s(k,l)=紐
l=O 

where似 isthe Kronecker delta. 
The Stirling number S(n, k) of the second kind satisfies the recurrence relation 

S(n, k) = S(n -l, k -1) + kS(n -l, k), 

with initial condition: S(O, 0) = 1 and S(n, 0) = 0 for n~l. There is also an explicit 
formula in terms of binomial coefficients given by 

S(n, k) =五含—l)iG)(k-i)八 (1.1) 

Given a prime p and a nonzero integer m, there exist unique integers a and r with 
p f a and r 2 0, such that m = apr. The number r is called the p-adic valuation of 
m, and denoted by vp(m) := r. Define vp(O) := oo. If x =皿 wherem1 and m2 

m2' 
are integers and m2ヂ0,then we define vp(x) := vp(m1) -vp(m分(see,for example, 
[14]). It is easy to see that the arithmetic function Vp is completely additive. That is, 
vp(mn) = vp(m) + vp(n) holds for all positive integers m and n. Furthermore, we have 

叫x+ y) 2 min{ Vp(x), Vp(Y)}, 

and if vp(x) =J vp(y), then vp(x + y) = min{ vp(x), vp(y)}. This property is known as the 
isosceles triangle principle [14]. 

Divisibility properties of Stirling numbers of the second kind have been studied from a 
number of different perspectives. It is known that for each fixed k, the sequence {S(n, k) : 
n 2 k} is periodic modulo prime powers. The length of this period has been studied 
by Carlitz [3] and Kwong [16]. Chan and Manna [4] characterized S(n, k) modulo prime 
powers in terms of binomial coefficients. The numbers min{vp(k!S(n, k)) : m~k~n} 
are important in algebraic topology. Some work on evaluating vp(k!S(n, k)) has been 
published. 

This is a survey paper. We mainly review some old and recent new results on the 
p-adic behaviors of Stirling numbers of the first and second kinds. Meanwhile, we also 
propose some problems and conjectures to promote the research in this area in the future. 

This paper is organized as follows. First of all, in Section 2, we reveal some p-adic 
properties of Stirling numbers of the second kind. We also recall some problems and 
conjectures in this topic. Finally, in Section 3, we review some old and recent new 
results on the p-adic valuations of Stirling numbers of the first kind. Several conjectures 
are also raised in the last section. 

2. p-Amc VALUATIONS OF STIRLING NUMBERS S(n, k) OF THE SECOND KIND 

The study of p-adic valuations of Stirling numbers of the second kind is important in 
algebraic topology and full with challenging problems (see, for instance, [1]-[12], [17]-[19], 
[21], [27], [28]). Lengyel [17] studied the 2-adic valuations of S(n, k) and conjectured, 
proved by Wannemacker [24], that四 (S(2叫k))=況(k)-1, where況 (k)means the base 
2 digital sum of k. Lengyel showed that if 1~k~2叫 then v2(S(c2叫k))=砂(k)-1 
for any positive integer c. Meanwhile, Lengyel proved that v2(S(c2尺k))2況 (k)-lif
c 2 1 is an odd integer and 1~k さ 2n+1. Amdeberhan, Manna and Moll [2] studied 
the 2-adic valuations of Stirling numbers of the second kind, and also conjectured that 
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四 (S(4n,5)) cJ四 (S(4n+ 3, 5)) if and only if n E {32j + 7: j EN}. In 2012, Hong, Zhao 
and Zhao [12] proved that this conjecture is true. Namely, they showed the following 

result. 

Theorem 2.1. [12] Let n 2". 1 be an integer. Then四 (S(4n,5))ヂ四(S(4n+3,5))if and 

only if n E { 32j + 7 : j E N}. 

Furthermore, Hong, Zhao and Zhao [12] confirmed another conjecture of Amdeberhan, 

Manna and Moll [2] raised in 2008 by showing the following result. 

Theorem 2.2. [12] Let n and k be nonnegative integers with k::; 2匹 Then

叫 S(2n+l,k+l))=況 (k)-1. 

In 2014, Zhao, Hong and Zhao [27] showed that a more general result true. That is, 
we have 

Theorem 2.3. [27] Let n, a, b, c E N with O < aく 2n+l,b2n+l + a ::; c2n and c 2". 1 

being odd. Then v2(S(c2n, b2n+l + a)) 2". s2(a) -1. 

If one picks b =号 and1さa::;2叫thenthe lower bound in Theorem 2.3 above is 
arrived as the following result shows. 

Theorem 2.4. [27] Let a, c, n E N with c 2". 1 being odd, n 2". 2 and l :::; a ::; 2n. Then 

叫S(c2尺(c-1) 2n + a)) = 砂(a)-1. 

In 2009, Lengyel [18] studied the 2-adic valuations of the difference S (c2n+1, k) -

S(c2八k)with 1 :::; k ::; 2n and c 2". 1 odd. In the meantime, Lengyel [18] posed the 

following conjecture. 

Conjecture 2.5. [18] Let n, k, a, b E N, c 2". 1 being odd and 3 :::; k ::; 2n. Then 

叫 S(c2n+l,k) -S(c2叫k))= n + l -f(k) (2.1) 

and 

v2(S(a2叫k)-S(b2尺k))=n+l十四(a-b) -f(k) 

for some function f(k) which is independent of n. 

(2.2) 

Note that Lengyel [18] proved in 2009 that (2.1) is true for any integer k with況 (k)さ2.

As usual, for any real number x, we let「xl and Lx」denotethe smallest integer no less 
thanx皿 dthe biggest integer no more than x, respectively. We have the following result. 

Theorem 2.6. [27] Let n, k, a, b E N, c 2". 1 being o雌， 3::;:k::; 初， anda > b. If k is 

not a power of 2 minus 1, then 

四 (S(a2叫k)-S(b2尺k))= n + v2(a -b) -「log2kl十砂(k)+ J(k), 

where J(4) = 2, J(k) = 1 if k > 4 is a power of 2, and J(k) = 0 otherwise. In particular, 

叫 S(c2n+1,k) -S(c2叫k))= n -「log2kl +砂(k)+ J(k). 

By Theorem 2.6, we know that Conjecture 2.5 is true except when k is a power of 

2 minus 1. In 2014, one cannot prove Conjecture 2.5 for the remaining case that k is 
a power of 2 minus 1 because one encountered difficulties in strengthening the Junod's 

congruence about the Bell polynomials. But in 2015, Zhao, Zhao and Hong [28] can treat 
with the remaining case by introducing a new method. They proved the following result. 
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Theorem 2. 7. [28] Let c, m, n EN with c 2". 1 being odd and 2 ::;: m::;: n. Then 

叫S(c2n+l,2m -1) -S(c2尺炉ー l))=n+l

except when n = m = 2 and c = 1, in which case one has四 (S(8,3) -8(4, 3)) = 6. 

Remark. 恥omTheorem 2.7, one knows that the first part of Conjecture 2.5 (i.e. (2.1)) 
holds except for the case that n = m = 2 and c = 1 in which case it is not true. But the 
truth of the second part of Conjecture 2.5 (i.e. (2.2)) remains open when a> band k is 
equal to a power of 2 minus 1. 

In closing this section, let us describe an interesting and fantastic conjecture of Clark 
[5] raised in 1995. Let p be a prime. For any positive integer n and k, one defines 

k 

T,(n, k) ,~ 苔―!)'-•(:)門

By formula (3.1) we can see that k!S(n, k) -Tp(n, k) is divisible at least by p匹 In
this sense, Tp(n, k) also known as Stirling-like numbers [5]. In 1990, Davis [7] gave a 
method for calculating v2(T2(n, 5)) and v2(花(n,6)). Then Clarke [5] generalized this 
result by applying Hensel's lemma on the p-adic integers. Furthermore, Clarke suggested 
the following conjecture. 

Conjecture 2.8. [5] Let n and k be nonnegative integers such that n 2'k + l and let p 
be an odd prime. Then 

叫⑰(n, n -k)) < n. 

This is equivalent to the following conjecture. 

Conjecture 2.9. [5] Let n and k be nonnegative integers such that n 2". k + l and let p 
be an odd prime. Then 

叫(n-k)!S(n, n -k)) < n. 

Evidently, the truth of Conjecture 2.10 implies that the truth of the following conjec-
ture also proposed by Clarke in [5]. 

Conjecture 2.10. [5] Let n and k be nonnegative integers such that n 2'k + l and let 
p be an odd prime. Then 

叫(n-k)!S(n, n -k)) = vp(T(n, n -k)). 

Clarke [5] proved the truth of Conjecture 2.9 (hence Conjecture 10) for the cases that 
1'.:;'. k'.:;'. 4. In [10], Feng and Qiu presented a formula for vp(S(n, n -k)) in terms of n 
and k. For the case that 1'.:;'. k'.:;'. 7, they arrived at an explicit formula for vp(S(n, n-k)) 
in terms of n. Then they used these formulae to show the following result. 

Theorem 2.11. [10] Let p be an odd prime. Let k be an integer such that 0さKさ7.
For any positive integer n with n 2'k + l, one has 

叫(n-k)!S(n, n -k)) < n. 

From Theorem 2.11, one can read that Conjecture 2.9 (hence Conjecture 10) holds 
for the case when O'.:;'. k'.:;'. 7. Although the method of Feng and Qiu [10] can be used 
to check Conjectures 2.9 and 2.10 for more smaller integers k 2". 8, it seems to be hard 
to check the truth of Conjectures 2.9 and 2.10 for all positive integers k'.:;'. n -l. One 
needs some new ideas and approachs attacking Conjectures 2.9 and 2.10. 
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3. p-Amc VALUATIONS OF STIRLING NUMBERS s(n, k) OF THE FIRST KIND 

We note that, unlike for the Stirling number S(n, k) of the second kind, there is no 
easy way to use an explicit formula for s(n, k), the Stirling number of the first kind, 
and this fact makes it more difficult to deal with certain characteristics of these numbers 
from the point of view of congruential and divisibility properties. In fact, the Stirling 
numbers of the first kind exhibit very different characteristics from the Stirling numbers 
of the the second kind. 

On the other hand, H(n, k) is closely related to the Stirling number of the first kind 
by the following identity 

s(n, k) = (n -l)!H(n -1, k -1), (3.1) 

where H(n-l, k-1) stands for the (k-1)-th symmetric function of 1, ふ…，叶1.Actually, 
since 

n 

x(x + 1)・・・ (x+n-l) = I:s(n,k)x尺
k=O 

we can easily obtain that 

s(n, k) = >] 

．．  
紅・ ・ ・Zn-k・

(i1,---,in-k)Ezn-k 

l<Ci1 <・・・<in-k<:n-l 

Hence s(n, 1) = (n -1)!, and if k 2". 2, then 

s(n,k) = (n-1)! L 
(i,, ... ,jk-l)EZk-1 

1<: ねく・・・<h-1""れ -1

1 

J1・ ・ ・Jk-1 

= (n -l)!H(n -1, k -1) 

as (3.1) desired. So (3.1) is true. 
For every fixed integer k~1, Lengyel proved that, unlike for Stirling numbers of the 

second kind, the炉adicorder of s(n, k) becomes arbitrarily large for large values of n. 

Theorem 3.1. [19] For any prime p and any integer k~1, we have 

lim v (s(n, k)) = oo. 
n→OO 

p 

Actually, Lengyel showed conditionally the following result. 

Theorem 3.2. [19] For any prime pand integer k 2 1, one has 

lim 
叫s(n,k)) 1 

＝ 
n→ oo n p-l・ 

Also Lengyel proved the following result. 

Theorem 3.3. [19] For any integer n 2 1, we have四 (s(2久3))= 2n -3n + 3. 

Based on the theory of Newton polygons, Komatsu and Young showed the following 
results. 

Theorem 3.4. [15] Let k be a nonnegative integer and p be a prime. Suppose that n is of 

theformn = kが十m,where゚：：：：： mくが.Then vp((s(n+l, k+l)) = vp(n!)-vp(k!)-kr. 
Equivalently, one may write 

叫(s(kpr+ m + 1, k + 1)) = k(~: 11 -r) + vp(m!). 
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Theorem 3.5. [15] Let k be a positive integer and p be a prime. Then 

が一 1
叫s(kp八k))=k(p-l-r) 

and 

叫s(kpr+ 1, k + 1)) = k(~ ~ ー 11-r). 

Particularly, one has for O ::::; m ::::; n that 

and 

炉ーpm
叫s(p叫炉））＝ —炉(n-m)

p-l 

p -p m 

叫s(ゲ+1, 炉 +1))= -p叫n-m).
p-1 

Theorem 3.6. [15] Let p be an odd prime and O :=; m :::; n. Then 

炉 +1炉+1 1 pn -pm 
Vp (S (2'2))  = 2 (p -1 -p叫n-m)).

Theorem 3. 7. [15] Let k be a positive integer and p be a prime. Let a positive integer 
n~k be given and define r so that kpr :=; n < (k + 1)が.Then 

vp((s(n + 1, k + 1)) = vp(n!) -vp(k!) -kr. 

Theorem 3.8. [15] For any positive integer k and prime p, we have 

liminf 
叫s(n,k)) 1 

＝．  
n→ oo n p-1 

As mentioned above, Lengyel conjectured, proved by Wannemacker, the 2-adic valua-
tion of S(2叫k)isん(k)-1,i.e. 四 (S(2叫k))=況(k)-1,where況 (k)represents the base 
2 digital sum of k. In addition, Lengyel and Hong et al further studied the properties 
of四 (S(n,k)). In 2019, Qiu and Hong [23] arrived at an explicit formula for the 2-adic 
valuation v2 (s(2叫k))of the Stirling numbers of the first kind s(2叫k).

Theorem 3.9. [23] For any integers n, m and k such that 2 :::; m :::; n, 2 :::; k :=; 2m-l + 1, 

we have 

叫 s(2叫2m-k)) = 2n -2m -(n -m) (炉ー2l;」） +m-2ー四(l;J)+ (n -l)Ek, 

where Ek = 0 if k is even, and Ek = 1 if k is odd. 

For the Stirling numbers of the second kind, Hong, Zhao and Zhao [12] confirmed in 
2012 a conjecture of Amdeberhan, Manna and Moll [2] raised in 2008 by showing that 

v2(S(2n + 1, k + 1)) = v2(S(2叫k)).

By using Theorem 3.9, Qiu and Hong [23] established the following analogous result for 
the Stirling numbers of the first kind. 

Theorem 3.10. [23] For arbitrary positive integers n and k such that k :=; 2叫 wehave 

v2(s(2n + 1, k + 1)) =四(s(2尺k)).

Another consequence of Theorem 3.9 is the following interesting result. 

Corollary 3.11. [23] For arbitrary positive integers n and k such that k~2n, we have 

v2(s(2叫k))さv2(s(2叫1)).
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From Theorem 3.9, Corollary 3.11 and (3.1), we can derive an upper bound for 
叫H(2叫k))as follows. 

Corollary 3.12. [23] For-ar-bitr-ar-y positive integer-s n and k such that k :::; 2n, we have 

叫H(2叫k))さーn.

Clearly, Corollary 3.12 confirms partially a conjecture of Leonetti and Sanna raised in 
2017 [20]. 

Lengyel also proved the following result. 

Theorem 3.13. [19] For-any integer-n~1, we have 

3n + 3 3n + 3 
附 (s(3n,2))= -2n,v3(s(3叫3))= -3n, 悶(s(2• 3叫2))= 3n -2n -1. 

2 2 

Recently, Qiu, Feng and Hong [22] arrive at successfully an explicit formula for the 
3-adic valuation of the Stirling numbers of the first kind s(a3叫k)with 2 :::; k :::; a3匹

Theorem 3.14. [22] Let a E {1, 2}. For-any integer-s n, m and k such that 1 :::; m:::; n 
and 2:::; k:::; 2a3m-l + 1 < a3叫 wehave 

k 
巧 (s(a3叫a炉ー k))=~ 閲—炉）ー (n -m)(a炉ー k)+ m -1-v3(l2J) + (m + v3(k))Ek, 

wher-e Ek = 0 if k is even, and Ek = 1 if k is odd. 

By using Theorem 3.14, Qiu, Feng and Hong [22] prove the following results. 

Theorem 3.15. [22] Let a E {1, 2}. For-any positive integer-s n and k such that 1 :::; 
k:::; a3叫 wehave 

叫s(a3n+ 1, k + 1)) { =附(s(a3尺k)), if 2 I (k -a), 
~v3(s(a3叫 k+l))+n, if 2t(k-a) 

Theorem 3.16. [22] For-ar-bitr-ar-y positive integer-s n and k such that k :::; 3叫 wehave 

叫s(3叫1))= 3n_~n-1, if n~3, 
四 (,(3叫k))<'. {附(,(3',3'-3))~4, ifn~2, 

叫s(3,2))= 1, if n = 1. 

Theorem 3.1 7. [22] For-ar-bitr-a内/positive integer-s n and k such that k :::; 2・3叫 we
have 

叫s(2• 3叫k)):::;{ V3(s(2・3n, 1)) = 3n -n -1, if n~2, 
叫s(2・3,2・3 -3)) = 2, if n = 1. 

From Theorems 3.15 to 3.17, we can derive an upper bound for附 (H(a3叫k))as 
follows. 

Corollary 3.18. [22] Let a E {1, 2}. For-ar-bitmr-y positive integer-s n and k such that 
n~3, k:::; a3n and 2 I (k -a), we have附 (H(a3叫k)):::;-n. 

Clearly, Corollary 3.18 confirms partially the conjecture of Leonetti and Sanna [20] 
raised in 2017. We also observe the following two facts: 

Remark 3.19. For arbitrary positive integers n and m such that 2 :::; m :::; n, we note 
that四 (s(2叫2門） = 2n_炉ー 2叫n-m). For any integer k with 2さKさ2m-l+ 1, we 

have 

叫s(2叫2m-k)) =四(s(2叫匹）） +(2l;J — 1) (n -m) + n -2 -v2 (l;J) + (n -l)Ek・

Particularly, we have v2(s(2叫2n-k)) = n -2 -V2 (lい） + (n -l)Ek・
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Remark 3.20. Let a E {1, 2}. For any positive integers n and m such that m s n, 
we note that附 (s(a3叫a3門） =~(3n -3門― a炉 (n-m). For any integer k with 
2 S k S 2a3m-l + 1 < a3叫 wehave 

叫s(a3叫a3m-k)) 

=v3(s(a3叫 a炉））＋（咋— 1) (n -m) + n -1 -v3 (l月） + (n+附 (k))Ek-

Particularly, we have V3 (s(a3n, a3n -k)) = n -1 -V3 (l引） + (n+四 (k))Ek・

As usual, for any integer k and prime p, let〈K〉denotethe integer such that O s〈K〉S
p-2 and k三〈K〉(modp-1). Let Ek:= 0 if k is even and Ek:= 1 if k is odd. Then-th 
Bernoulli number Bn is defined by the Maclaurin series as 

X oo Xn 

eX -1 =LBnー・
n! 

n=O 

By the von Staudt-Clausen theorem (see, for instance, [13]), we know that if n is even, 
then 

凡＋ど
1 
-E Z, 

(p-l)ln 
p 

where the sum is over all primes p such that (p -1) In. The von Staudt-Clausen theorem 
tells us that vp(Bz)~0 for all even integers l with 2 S l S p -3. In particular, if 
叫 Bz)= 0 for all even integers l with 2 S l S p -3, then p is called a regular prime. 
Note that 3 is a regular prime. If p is not regular it is called i汀 egular.The first irregular 
primes are 37 and 59. We point that the cardinality and density of regular primes are 
largely unknown. Although one can argue heuristically that asymptotically more than 
half of primes should be regular, it is not even known that there are infinitely many 
regular primes, while infinitely many primes are known to be irregular. The interested 
readers are refereed to [13] and [25] for the history and basic facts on the regular and 
irregular primes. For the general p-adic valuations of s(n, k), by using Wahsington's 
congruences on the reciprocal power sums [26], Hong and Qiu [11] showed the following 
results. 

Theorem 3.21. [11] Let p~5 be a prime and let a and k be integers such that 1 Sa S 
p-1 and 2 s k s ap-2. Let Ek be defined by Ek := 0 if k is even and仕：= 1 if k is odd. 

(i). If k三 Ek(mod p -1), then vp(s(ap, ap-k)) = (vp(k) + l)Ek-
(ii). If 2さksa(p-1)-1 and k挙Ek(mod p -1), then 

叫 s(ap,ap -k))~(vp(k) + l)Ek + 1, 

with the equality holding if and only if Vp (B判乎」） = 0, where〈K〉meansthe least positive 

integer such that〈k〉三 k(mod p -1). In particular, if pis regular, then vp(s(ap, ap -

k)) = (vp(k) + l)Ek + 1. 
(iii). If a~4 and a(p-1) +2 s ks ap-2, then vp(s(ap,ap-k))~a+k-ap. 

Theorem 3.22. [11] Let p~5 be a prime and let a and n be positive integers such that 
(a,p) = 1. Let k be an odd integer with 1 s ks apn -1. Then 

vp(s(ap叫apn-k)) 

｛ = vp(s(ap叫apn-k + 1)) + vp(apn -k) + n, if vp(s(apn,apn -k + 1))::; 2n -1; 
~vp(apn -k) + 3n, if vp(s(ap叫apn-k + 1))~2n. 
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Notice that Lengyel [19] proved the following interesting result. 

Theorem 3.23. [19] For any prime p, any integげ a:::=:1 with (a,p) = 1, and any even 
number k :::=: 2両 柏血叩庫加刀両⑬砧お n1E Z十： n1 > 31鳴ぃ嗚a紐叫鱈

叫s(apn',apn'-k)) <釘， ork = l with n1 = 1, one has for n :::=: n1鱈

叫s(apn+1,apn+l -k)) = vp(s(ap叫apn-k)) + l. 

Meanwhile, for any odd k :::=: ふLengyelconjectured in 2015 that for any integer n :::=: 
n1(P, k) with some sufficiently large n1(P, k), one has 

叫s(apn+1,apn+l -k)) = vp(s(ap叫apn-k)) + 2. (3.2) 

Now by Theorems 3.22 and 3.23, one yields the following analogous result which proves 
partially Lengyel's Conjecture (3.2). 

Theorem 3.24. [11] Leり：：：：： 5 be a prime and let a be a positive integer such that (a, p) = 
l. Let k ::::: 3加 叩“加叩皿柏珈叩血切冗ヨ n1E z+ : n1 > 3 logP (kー 1)+ 
logP a such thatvp(s(ap凡 apn'-(k -l))) < n1. Then for any positive integer n with 

n :::=: n1如加叫 氾pい ,ap叶 1―k))= vp(s(ap八 apn —籾立釦伽rmore, 皿 加 如

叫s(ap叫apn-k)) = vp(s(ap凡 apn'-k)) + 2(n -n1)-

In [23], Qiu and Hong gave a formula for v2(s(2n, k)) with k being an integer such that 
1 :::; k :::; 2n● In⑫乱 Q皿匠嗅皿dH⑳ gp詑即m叫 afo皿叫紐州氾⑫kりw辻hk
being an integer such that 1 :::; k :::; a3尺wh吋 ea E {1, 2}● In且几 H⑳ g and Qiu a汀灼叫

at an exact expression or a lower bound of vp(s(ap, k)) with a and k being integers such 
that 1:::; a:::; p一 1and 1 :::; k :::; ap. Itお血turalto co雨如伽臼血叫皿血n〇f血
Stirling number s(ap叫k),where a, n and k being integers such that 1:::; a:::; p — 1,n :::=: 2 
and 1 :::; k :::; ap匹 F〇rany odd prime p and any positive integer k, 比⑬11 that Ekお

defined by⑪ : = 0 if k is even and Ek := 1 if k is odd, and〈k〉denotesthe integer such 
that：゚：：：：〈K〉：：：：： p-2 and k三〈K〉(modp -l). We propose the following conjecture. 

Conjecture 3.25. Let p be an odd prime. Let a, n, m and k be positive integers such 
that l :::; a :::; p -l, 1 :::; m :::; n and 2 :::; k :::; apn一 2.Then⑩叫吋仇ef,。llowingis tru1又

(i). If 2 :::; k :::; 叫p-l)pm-l + 1 < ap叫 then
a 

vp(s(apn, apm -k)) = (pn -pm) -(n -m)(apm -k) + m + (m + Vp(k))Ek + Tk, 
p-l 

where 

T 
-1-Vp(l½ 」)， if k三 Ek (mod p -1); 

k := { Vp(Bげ」）， ifk芸Ek (modp-1). 

(ii). If a~4 and a(p -1) + 2 :S k :S ap -2, then 
a 

vp(s(ap叫ap-k))~ 一 (pn-p) -(n -1) (ap -k) + a + k -ap. 
p-1 

From Theorem 3.21, we can see that for all primes p~5 part (ii) of Conjecture 3.25 
is true when n = 1 and part (i) of Conjecture 3.25 also holds for n = 1 and k三 Ek
(mod p -1). By the main result in [22], we know that Conjecture 3.25 is true when 
p = 3. Letting m = n, Conjecture 3.25 becomes the following conjecture. 

Conjecture 3.26. Let p be an odd prime. Let a, n and k be positive integers such that 
1 :Sa :Sp -1 and 2 :S k :S a(p -l)pn-l + 1. Then 

叫s(apn,apn -k)) = { 
n + (n + vp(k))1:k -1 -vp(l½ 」)， if k三 Ek (mod p -1); 

n + (n + vp(k))Ek + vp(B2lギ」）， ifk季Ek (mod p -1). 
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On the other hand, Corollary 4 in [15] gives us that 

a 
叫 s(ap叫ap門） = (pn -炉)-a(n-m)p匹

p-1 

So we suggest the following conjecture as the conclusion of this paper. 

Conjecture 3.27. Let p be a prime. Let a, n, m and k be positive integers such that 
1 :Sa :Sp -1, 1 :Sm :Sn and 2 :S k :S a(p - l)p正 1十 1< ap匹 T如

叫 s(ap叫apm-k)) = vp(s(apn,ap門） + vp(s(ap叫apn-k)) + (2l;J -l)(n -m). 
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